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In [5] T. Nambu studied the problem described below of boundary sta- 
bilizability for a particular class of diffusion processes (Eq. (1.2)). The aim of 
the present paper is to show that a different approach-more on the soft analysis 
side than in Nambu’s work-yields for particularly convenient choices of the 
sought-after vectors g, , much stronger results (in fact, the best results one can 
hope for) in a quicker way, and for a most general class of parabolic systems. 
Nambu confined himself to the canonical self adjoint case involving the Laplacian 
and made use of the natural basis of eigenvectors; here we shall consider instead 
the general case involving uniformly strongly elliptic operators, where a basis 
of eigenvectors need not exist. To facilitate the reading of the present paper in 
relation to fiiambu’s, we shall generally adopt his notation when convenient. 
The boundary stabilizability problem studied here differs from the ones 
recently considered in [7] and [lo]. 
I. THE STABILIZABILITY PROBLEM 
Let Q be a bounded open domain in i@. Let -4(x, 111) he a uniformly strongly 
elliptic operator in $2 in the form 
with real coefficients a, . Finally, let Bi , i = l,..., m bc m differential boundary 
operators of respective orders mi given by 
The boundary S = 82 of Q is assumed of class C3+‘~~ As we shall make use of the 
estimate known as Agmon-Douglis-Nirenberg inequality, we shall throughout 
assume the conditions-specified in [I, p. 74]-under which it applies. Explicitly, 
let A be the following operator in&(Q). The domain 9(_4) of Ad consists of the 
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closure in Han(Q) of the set of functions f  in Cam@) that satisfy the boundary 
conditions Bi(x, D)f = 0 on S(1 < i < nz). For everyf E 9(/I), A is defined as 
(A4f)(x) = --4(x, D)f(x). 
Then, a version of the A-D-N inequality reads 
II * IlH-Ys7) < C(ll Au /lI&2~ + II * llL2d = c II 24 l/c 9 24 E LqA) (1.1) 
where C is a constant independent of u[l, p. 751, and j/ 21 ([o indicates the graph 
norm on g(4). The operator A is closed [I, p. 751. Under the additional as- 
sumptions that the system (BJ be normal [I, p. 761, and that the strong com- 
plementary condition [l, p. 771 holds, the operator ,4 genneuutes an anaZjhc 
(holomorphic) semigroup [l, p. 101, Example] or&(Q) which we shall conveniently 
indicate by e At. Therefore, the Cauchy problem 
li = Au u(0) = zc, 
on L&2) has the unique solution u(t) = eAtus , t > 0. 
Remark 1 .l. The above model includes the diffusion process treated by 
Nambu [5]: 
&l(t, x) ~ = A?&, x) - p(r) u(t, x) at t>o, XEQ 
u(0, 3) = u&c), XEQ (14 
c@) up, c$) + (1 - a(E)) * = 0, t>o, !fES 
where q(.) is Holder continuous in 0, a(f) E C?(S), 0 < a(t) - 1, and a/&z 
is the outward normal derivative at the point [ of S: in this case the corresponding 
operator A is self-adjoint. 
Since ~‘2 is bounded, the resolvent I?(;\, A) is compact. Hence the spectrum 
a(A) of a is only point spectrum and consists of a sequence of eigenvalues 
{hi], i = 1, 2,... with corresponding normalized linearly independent eigen- 
vectors @ii , j = l,..., Zi , Ii being the multiplicity of hi . As is well known, the 
hi’s are contained in a triangular sector 2, delimited by the rays n + pefiet 
0 < p < W, z-./2 < 6, with no finite accumulation point. Therefore, at the 
right of any vertical line in the complex plane, there are only at most finitely 
many of them. 
A standing assumption that we make-for the stabilizability problem described 
below to be significant-is that: there are (M - 1) eigenvalues: X, ,..., &-r at 
the right of the imaginary axis, ordered, say, for decreasing real part: 
Reh, < 0 < ReX,,-r < 0.. < Rehr. (1.3) 
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Let y  be any continuous operator from P”(Q) into L,(S). In applications, y  
may be the trace operator assigning boundary values according to the trace 
theorem [4, Thm. 8.3, p. 391. (F or instance, the special case: f E H'(O) -+ 
boundary value f  IS E&(S) is the one considered in Nambu’s work.) 
Define the operator B: L,(Q) 3 23(B) + L,(R) by 
iv 
Bu = c (yu, ~4 g, u E g(B) = H”“(Q) (14 
k=l 
Here the zuK)s and the gis are fixed vectors in L,(S) and L,(Q) respectively, 
while (a , .) is the inner product in L,(S). The operator B is unbounded, and 
it is even uncloseable [2, p. 1661. (Take Q = (0, l), N = 1, and let tin(x) be a 
sequence of smooth functions with compact support in., say, (I - l/n, I), and 
satisfying ~~(1) = 1; take w = 2 and g(“v) = 1. Then u, -+ 0 and Bu, --j. 
2g # 0 inL,(Q).) T o avoid the case Bu = 0, we assume yu f  0 (with reference 
to the diffusion process (1.2) and y  the operator f E HI(Q) --f f Is E&(S), this 
corresponds to assuming (Y(E) f  1, which is Nambu’s case). 
The system that we wish to study and stabilize is 
A qualitative statement of the boundary stabilizability problem, which is the 
main object of the present paper, is as follows: find-if possible-the minimum 
number of functions g, E&(Q), Iz = I,..., N and conditions on the functions 
zuk FL,(S) as to guarantee that the solutions of (1.5) corresponding to the 
largest possible class of initial conditions U, , tend to zero, preferably in an 
exponential manner, as t + +v3 in the strongest possible norm. 
Remark 1.2. The above stabilizability problem for the abstract system (1.5) 
corresponds, say for N = 1, to the following output stabilizability problem in 
the cIassical finite dimensional theory: given the output system 
(2 = Ax fgf x,gER” 
1y = Hx ygR” 
find the scalar input f as a feedback of the output, i.e., of form f = ( y, A),, , 
k E Ii”, in such a way that the resulting feedback system: 
22 = Ax -I- (Hx, k)g 
be globally asymptotically stable. 
The first question to settle is the well-posedness of Eq. (1.5). Tb.is is the 
object of the next section. In preparation, and following the procedure originated 
in [S], let L,(Q) be decomposed into two orthogonal subspaces I& and EZ ) 
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corresponding to, respectively, the subsets {A, ,..., A,,,} and {Ai , i > M} of the 
spectrum o(A) of A satisfying (1.3). H ere we appeal to the standard decom- 
position theorem as in [2, p. 1781. With P denoting the orthogonal projection 
of L?(G) onto El , then (I - P) L@(A) C S@(A), El and E, are invariant under 4 
and hence under the semigroup eAt. Also, a(A,) = (A, ,..., A,,-,}, @I,) = 
(Ai , i 2 &I}, where Aj is the restriction of A on Ej , and A, is bounded. Finally 
P and (I - P) commute with A, hence with the semigroup e.4t. We shall hence- 
forth use the notation Pu = u1 and (I - P)zc I= ua . Moreover, to avoid cumber- 
some notation, the norm in L?(Q) and in L,(S) will be simply denoted by ]I I(, 
while other norms will be specified by an appropriate subscript. The norm of y  
from Hzn(0) --+&(A’) will be instead denoted by //I y  I]/. 
2. WELL-POSEDNESS OF EQ. (1.5) 
For the particular case of Eq. (1.5) corresponding to the diffusion process 
(1.2), Theorem 3.1 of [5] claims the following: “The differential equation has 
a real-valued solution u(t) for the real-valued initial value u,, satisfying (I - P)us E 
L@&), where /3 > 8. The solution tit(t) such that Bu(t) has at most a summable 
singularity at t = 0 is unique.” By solution it is meant a function u(e) of class 
C(P, ~);GdQR)) n cyto, ~);uq, satisfying Bu( .) E C((0, ~0); L,(O)). 
The proof of this statement given in [5] is a rather lengthy computation. Our 
first theorem provides a much stronger conclusion for the well-posedness of 
Eq. (1.5): the unique solution of Eq. (1.5) corresponding to any initial condition 
uO G&(Q) is analytic for t > 0. Our short proof is radically different from 
Nambu’s, being based on viewing the operator B as a perturbation of the 
generator A. 
THEOREM 2.1. The operator A + B with domain 23(A + B) = 9(,4) 
genePates an analytic semigroup ecAfBu on L,(Q), which gives the soZuti0-n of (1.5): 
u(t, uo) = e(A+B)tuo , t > 0. 
Proof. First we observe that the operator B has finite dimensional range (of 
dimension in fact at most IV). Therefore the desired conclusion follows from 
[2, Problem 1.14, p. 1961 or from a recent perturbation theorem of Zabczyk 
[9, Proposition 11, which relies on the standard perturbation result [2, Thm 2.4, 
p. 4971, as soon as we prove that B is bounded with respect to A [2, p. 1901. To 
this end, definition (1.4) and the continuity of y  imply 
and we only need to invoke the A-D-N inequality (1.1) to conclude. Q.E.D. 
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Remark 2.1. As shown in 12, Problem 1.14] or in [9, Remark 31, the A- 
bound of the operator I3 with finite dimensional range is actually zero; i.e., 
we have 
il Bu II < a II ,4u II t- b II u II u E B(_4) c 9(B) (24 
where the greatest lower bound of all possible constants n in (2.1) is zero (6 will 
generally increase as a is chosen close to zero). 
3. STABILIZABILITY 
In order to formulate our stabilizability resuh, let iTi be the N s li matrix 
defined by 
(WI 1 Y@d> (WI > Y@n>~..*, @I 3 Y%J 
(WI 7 Y@pi,h Fvt = . (w2 3 Y@i,)Y, (w2 , Y@ilJ 
(WIG .i%). (wiv > Y@iz) ,...I (WN > l@i;l) 
associated with each eigenvalue hi of A, with multiplicity li and associated 
normalized eigenvectors CD?, ,..., Gil, . 1 
THEOREM 3.1. Let A, be diagonal&able. Also assume the condition 
rank Wi = I, , i = l,..., M - 1 (3-l) 
which implies N > max{& , i = 1 ,... , M .-- l}. Then,for any E, 0 < E < ---Re X,,,Ij 
there exist uectors gIc in E, , k = l,..., N (to be specified in the proof of Lemma 3.2 
belozc) such that the solution u(t, u,,) = e(AfBjt z+, of the corresponding Eq. (1.5) due 
to any initial condition u0 E L,(Q), satisfies the following boundfor any preassigned 
positive nundw h: 
II 4t, %dlIH”“m 9 c II 44 %)I!G e c*U”,he-Et t>h>O (3.2) 
where /j jlo is the graph MY~ and CE,UO,h a constant depending on E, on n0 and h. 
Hence, by the l’rinciple of Uniform Boundedness, it follows that foT the correspon.ding 
operator B one has 
e(A+B)t ) < Cc,he-ct t>h>O (3.3) 
whme j / is the corresponding operator norm. dctuah’y a slight aayiation of the same 
proof for initial conditions u0 E %(a) shoux 
I/ ecAtBjt /la(a) < CEe--Et t>o 
zuhere Ij lly(A) is the operator norm corresponding to the graph norm on 9(A). 
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Remark 3.1. The minimum number N of such functions g, is equal to the 
largest multiplicity of the unstable eigenvalues A, ,..., &-r . 
Remark 3.2. The same proof will show that if one assume rank W+ = li 
true for i = 1 ,..., I - 1 with M < I and d restricted on the subspace corre- 
sponding to A, ,..., AI-r diagonalizable, then in the conclusion of the theorem 
one can take any E with 0 < E < -Re A, while the g,‘s are taken in such sub- 
space. In particular, if rank Wi = Zi holds for all i and A is normal, then the 
exponential decay of the solution can be made arbitrarily fast. 
Remark 3.3. Even in the special case studied by Nambu regarding the 
difhrsion process (1.2) where m = 2 and y  only continuous from Hi(Q) --t 
LB(S), our Theorem 3.1-as well as our theorem 3.2 below-are much stronger 
than his Theorem 4.2 in [5]. In fact, Nambu’s Theorem 4.2 only gives an 
exponential upperbound in the weaker F(Q)-norm and only for initial data u0 
with projection uaa = (I - P)u, E &@(A$), ,5 > 8, his g, are not taken in lL?r , 
but ‘close’ to it (i.e., I/(1 - P)g, 11 ‘small’). 
Proof. In (3.2) the inequality on the left is the A-D-N inequality (1.1). To 
prove the right hand side of (3.2), we select preliminarily the vectors g, to be 
in El , so that 
PBu = 5 (yu, We) g, E El , while (I - P) Bu = 0. 
k=l 
The projections of Eq. (1.5) onto El and E2 are 
and 
N 
wk> gk + c (Y”, 7 wk,) gk 
k=l 
(3.4) 
6, = A,u, , (3.5) 
respectively. Since A, generates an analytic semigroup on E2 , it satisfies the 
spectrum determined growth condition [8, Sect. 21 and hence 
II u&, uzo)ll = II eAPtueO II d e+ II uzo II (3.6) 
for all us0 E & and any ~a , 0 < ~a < -Re AiLr . Due to the analyticity of eAtt 
we have 
I/ &A2tu20 /I == 1) ~2eA~(t-7’)e”~“u,o (/ = 1) eA”(t-.k)A2eAZhu20 /( 
(3.6a) 
< eeEateEeA 11 k12eA27%420 (1 t>h>O 
and hence (3.6), and (3.6a) imply 
u,(t, upo)llG = II eA%O IjG < CUzo+he+, t>h>O (3.7) 
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The unperturbed part of Eq. (3.4) is 
and can be rewritten in matrix form as 
(3.8a) 
where 8,,, is a square matrix of size equal to dim E, , depending on the g,‘s 
and the ZU~‘s (besides A, and r). This can be seen by using in I?, the (non- 
necessarily orthogonal) basis of normalized eigenvectors Gij , i = I,..., M - 1, 
which make the matrix corresponding to the operator 9, diagonal. The ex- 
ponential decay of (3.8a) for a suitable choice of the g,‘s is handled by the 
following Lemma. 
LEMMA 3.2. &time condition (3.1). Then for any .Q > 0, there exist vectors 
g, E El, h = I,..., N, such that the solution z(t, z,,) dzle to the initial datum za of 
the corresponding equation (3.8a) satisfies 
11 z(t, zo)ll = 11 eAgsZOtzO I/ < CBo,Ele-E1t t>o (3.9) 
in the norm of E, inherited from L,(O). Th e minimum numbe-r N of such g,‘s is 
equal to max(li , i = l,..., M - l}. 
Proof of Lemma 3.2. It essentially follows from a well-known result of 
Wonham, via direct computations. Q.E.D. 
It remains to show exponential decay of the perturbed Eq. (3.4). The analytic&y 
of the semigroup implies eAE*UB,, E B(A,) for all t > 0 and all z+,, s E, . The 
A-D-N inequality (1 .l) and the inequality (3.7) give 
II 44 ~so)ll~~v3) = II eA2tu20 IIP~(~) < C II eA++o ljG (3.10) 
< Cf12,,p,,he-E2t, t -2 h > 0 
for any +, 0 < l p < --Ke A,. From now on, let the vectors g, be the ones 
of Lemma 3.2. Starting from (3.9), one easily obtains 
I! z(t, zo)liG = I/ eAgJZo jlG < CE,,z,e-‘lt, t > 0. (3.11) 
Finally, we write the variation of parameter formula for the perturbed system 
(3.4): (u(t) is short notation for u(t, a,,)) 
u,(f, uo) = eA’,wt(u,, + z+J + 
s 
t 





7% = e 
0 
--*wT J=l (yu&), zuk) g, dT. 
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As the unperturbed system (3.Xa) satisfies the exponential bound (3.11), while 
the perturbing term of (3.4) satisfies a bounded related to (3.10), we finally 
obtain from (3.12): 
and where cl is now chosen larger than the preassigned l a E (0, -Re XJ say 
El = 2Eg . The desired right-hand side of inequality (3.2) then follows from 
(3.7) and (3.13). Q.E.D. 
Remark 3.4. As noticed in [5] on the basis of results of [6], condition (3.1) 
is also necessary for choices of g, restricted to El . In fact, in this case, failure of 
(3.1) at some hi makes hi an eigenvalue of (A + B). 
If one insists on selecting stabilizing vectors g, not in El [5, Remark in Sect. 41, 
the following theorem, with more elaborate proof, serves the purpose. 
THEOREM 3.2. Undo the same assumptions as in theorem 3.1, given any E, 
0 < E < -Re X, , one can select suitable vectors g,C , with 0 f  Qgk E 9(A,) 
such that for the sol&ions of the corresponding Eq. (1.5), the same conclusion as in 
theorem 3.1 holds. Here Q = I - P. 
Proof. For simplicity of notation, we write the proof only when N = 1, 
only trivial changes being needed when N > 1. The projections of the solution 
u(t, ~a) = e(A+B%O onto El and Ez are (u(t) is short notation for u(t, u,,)): 
u,(t, uo) = eApg4+, 
+ jote 
““+“-“Pg(p&), w) dT 
%(t, uo> = eA2t%o + 1” eA+"Qg[(pe(T), w) + &(T), w)] dr 
0 
For any h > 0 and t > lz, these can be rewritten as 
u,(t, uo) = eAp@9utt eAPg,Io’“-“Pg(rU%(~), w) dT (3.14) 
u,(f, uo) = eA2tuno + eA+-lr)vk, +, F t eA2’“-“Qg[(&r), w) - 11 
(3.15) 
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where 
Notice that u,(t, uo) = Qe @+B)fuo E 9(A) n E2 = 53(&J for t > 0. We seek a 
suitable stabilizing g with 0 + Qg E 9(&). Notice that z’?~ E %(A& For t > 
h > 0, (3.15) yields 
A2u2(t, uo) = e~4+h)[A2eA”“u,o + &Z’)J 
-47 Jt eA+T) &Qg&%&), w) + (yq(T), w)] dT (3.16) 
h 
Therefore, for a suitable choice of the projection Pg in E, as dictated by Lemma 
3.2, Eqs. (3.141, (3.19, (3.16) and the S-D-N inequality (1.1) yield for 
t>.>o: 
where or is an arbitrary positive constant and es is constant satisfying E < 
ep < --Re & 
ci> pl = k(g) = maxi11 u201! + e'zh I !  vh I/? e"h I !  A2(eA'hu20 + %&)\/} 
(ii) p2 = AQg) = C I// Y III I@ II maxtll Qg /I, llA,Qg II>. 
(3.19) 
Here we choose to indicate for pi only the dependence on the projections of g. 
By means of (3.17) we then compute: 
eals // u~(s)IIG ds 
(3.20) 
where the second term on the right side was obtained after a change in the 
order of Integration. Hence selecting Ed > Ed yields 
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Finally, we plug (3.21) into (3.18) to get 
where 
I/ ~~(1, zl,& < MleCfzf + 1,” M2e--En(t-T) /I u2(-r)llc d7 (3.22) 
(3.23) 
We now need to invoke a standard result [3, Corollary 1.9.1, p. 381 with 
m(t) = exp(e,t) II u2(t, zcoIlc 
to get 
/I u,(t, u,,)JIG < Mle‘-Mshe-(Ez-Ms)t t > h > 0. (3.24) 
Analyzing (3.19) (ii) and (3.23) (ii), we see that t~s , hence ILIz , can be made as 
small as we please by suitably selecting Qg. In fact, the range SZ(&) of A, being 
dense in Ez , we can take y  E B(A,) with (( y  11 small and define Qg = .&‘y so 
that /I Qg 11 and I( iz,Qg jl are so small as to make 
where E is the preassigned constant in the statement of the theorem. Hence for 
such Qg 
II f~~(t, TIC < K,t,o,he-Et tah>O. (3.25) 
Plugging (3.25) into (3.17) finally yields 
Ii u,(t, u,>lic d K,,o,hee’t t>h>O (3.26) 
where c1 is selected greater than E. Equations (3.25) and (3.26) provide the 
desired conclusion. Q.E.D. 
Remmk 3.5. An attempt to use directly the proof of Theorem 3.2 for 
suitable stabilizing vectors gca) E ~%(a,) in the hope that they will converge, 
via Trotter-Kato Theorem, so some stabilizing vector g $ g(A,), appears to 
fail. In fact, the corresponding numerical sequence ,uLe(Qg(“)), and hence Il&(g(ll)), 
blow up in the limit process; one can see this by using weak compactness of the 
L,(Q)-spheres combined with the content of Probl. 5.12 in [2, p. 1651. 
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Renzark 3.6. Throughout this remark, the operator y  is assumed continuous 
from some H”(O) to L2(S), 4 < s < 2m. (This includes trace operators (4, 
Thm. 9.4, p. 411.) The following inequality (compare with (1.1)) 
which is contained in the literature of fractional powers and interpolation spaces,l 
allows one to possibly further enlarge the choice of the stabilizing vectors g, 1 
k = I,..., N and to obtain the following variation of Theorem 3.2. 
THEOREM 3.3. With y  as specz?ed above and otherwise under the sairze assunzp- 
tiolzs as in Thm. 3.2, given arzy E, 0 < E -=c -Re A, , one can select suitable 
vectors g, , sith 0 + Qg, E 9(( -AJ8), 6’ > 1/4m, 2mO = s, such that tize solzztion 
u(t, uo) = e (*+%+, of the corresponding Eq. (1.5), dzce to any initial conditiorz 
IA,, E L,(Q), satisfies the following bound for any preassigfzed positive number k: 
with similar exponential upper bound for jl u(t, ZJ,&~~B . In case uzO E B((-&)8), 
mze can take h = 0 and the constant on the right hand side independent of h. 
Proof. The proof proceeds along the same line as for Thm. 3.2 by making 
use of inequality (3.27) instead of (1.1) an d 1 a so 2~~0 = S. For instance (3.22) 
becomes 
for suitable constants Ki , which can be explicitly calculated, depending among 
other things on u,, , h, cl , 2 E and 8. In particular KZ can be made as sm.alf as 
desired by a suitable choice of Qg E LZ((--A,)~). Details are omitted. Q.E.D. 
~Vote added in proof. J. Zabczyk has pointed out to me that, for the problem here 
considered, the word detectability’ is more appropriate than the word ‘stabilizability,’ 
as it is in line with established finite dimensional terminology. 
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